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CHAPTER OBJECTIVES
.to

discuss discIiplinary procedures for students who receive special education
services;
.to
introduce tl behavioral model of behavior management;e
.to

examine th, effect of the classroom environment and teacher behavior on'ior'
student behav ,Igestions

.to

provide sug
for classroom arrangement and signal control to
minimize stud ent misbehavior; and

.to

present bot h informal and structured intervention strategies to managelems
behavior prob
in the classroomsetting.

)r of students is a common concern among teachers. When
hat aspectsof their job are the most difficult and in what areas
they need additiona I training, the first response typically is managing behaviorItroduce
problems. This chapter will il
you to some of the basic procedures for managing
the behavior of students in ecjucational settings. You should know and understand your:cipline
before selecting and implementing any behavior manschool system's policies on dis
agement procedure. All of the~techniques covered in this chapter are based on the behav-erred
to as behavior modification. None of the specialized
ioral model and often are ref
interventions, such as Differe ~ntial Reinforcement of Incompatible Behavior or Shaping,ledge
of behavior modification will be covered. If you are inthat require an in-depth know]
terested in developing an in-d epth knowledge of behavioral procedures, you should enroll
anaging

teachers

the

are

behavi<

asked

w

IThe material in this chapter is excerpted from The essentials of behavior management: A teachers guide by
David B. Center, copyright 1995, anld is published herein with the author's permission. All rights reserved.
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in a clas1
; in behavior modification or at least study a basic textbook on this subject, for ex.
ample the popular text written by Alberto and Troutman (2003).

LEGAL ISSUES
The reauthorization of the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA 97) indicates
significa nt changes in disciplinary procedures and strategies for students receiving special
educatioln services. Specific emphasis in the IDEA amendments is placed upon behavioral
intervention plans developed through the use of functional behavioral assessment.The purpose oft hese plans is to attempt to proactively alleviate behavior problems. Further emphasis is placed upon due process procedures to be used with students in special education
who exh ibit dangerous behaviors, such as possessionof a weapon or possessionor use of
drugs and alcohol. Additionally, Section 615 of the IDEA Amendments specifically addressesf Irocedural safeguards such as the stay-put provision, manifestation determination
and hearing options for these students who exhibit disruptive behaviors. Finally, IDEA 97
offers cl~Lrification in regard to the ten day rule relating to suspensionof students in special
educatiol.1,reporting criminal activity of these studentsto authorities and protection for students wh 0 are not yet eligible for special education services.

Designingand Implementing Behavioral Intervention Plans
BehavioI 'al intervention plans are now required for students who receive special education
services,and exhibit behavioral difficulties, particularly students exhibiting behavior of a
volatile Ilature. It is important to note that a student receiving special education services
under an~r area of exceptionality (LD, BD, MR) and exhibiting behavioral difficulties should
have a bt~havioral intervention plan developed. Further, the focus of the behavioral plan
should be: on positive interventions suchas verbal praise or tangible reinforcers. Intervention
plans are designed to offer support, delineate interventions, and provide contingencies for
dealing ~lith behavioral problems. Plans are to be developed from a Functional Behavioral
Assessmt
~nt(FBA) of the student. IPEA 97 offers no indication of specifically what a FBA
should include or how to conduct such a procedure. However, numerous special educators
and administrators are conducting FBAs based on the theoretical framework of Functional
Behavior al Analysis developed in 1982 by Iwata and his colleagues (Iwata, Dorsey, Slifer,
Bauman,& Richman, 1994).
Functional behavioral analysis was initially developed to determine the antecedent(s)
ofself-inj luriOUSbehavior in individuals with moderateto severelevels of mental retardation.
Iwata et ~u. (1994) found that determining the antecedents of self-injurious behavior was
important in developing appropriate interventions for combating maladaptive behavior.
There are: several functions of behavior that have been determined, which include: escape,
attention, and self-stimulation. These functions were determined through analogue assessment (a l~lboratory setting with controlled conditions) in which the setting was designed to
elicit the maladaptive behavior under specific behavioral function conditions (provision of
a task fro 1mwhich a student might wish to escape). Escape was generally described as a
method r.or avoiding tasks that the individual found undesirable, such as an academic assignment.Attention, such as a teacher reprimand or peer comments, was generally determined to result from, and encourage, the behavior. A self-stimulatory activity within the
context 0findividuals with moderate to severe mental retardation involved providing selfstimulati()n, self-injurious behavior, within a barren environment. The initial researchin the
area of functional analysis has beenreplicated numerous times demonstrating that the func-
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tion of behavior can be detec via analysis and subsequentlymore effective intervention
can follow. Iwata's research was extended beyond the relatively antiseptic bounds of ana-l
logue analysis to the natura] classroom setting through the efforts of Sasso and his colleagues in 1992 (Sassoet al., 1992). These researcherswere able to assessthe self-injuriouslecial
behavior of students in the sp
education classroom setting with accuracy similar to themally,
analogue assessment.Additic
Sassoand his colleagues implemented interventions re-aviors,
lated to consequencesfor beh
and were able to successfullydecreasethe level of selfinjurious behavior. The examlination of consequencesprovides an important component of
a functional behavioral assessment, and the subsequentdevelopment of the behavioral intervention plan.
In relation to higher full( :tioning students with behavioral problems, the functions of
behavior appear to be most c:losely related to getting something, often peer or teacher at-ething,
tention, or getting out of som
such as a math or reading assignment. The process of
examining the environment. al conditions prior to the occurrence of a behavior, the antecedents, has proven useful in detecting the function of the behavior and more appropriately planning an intervention .Further, the consequencesof the behavior must be examined.
In assistingthe IEP team in dc:termining behavioral function, a number of commercial forms
are available, such as:
the Functional Analys

ScreeningTool,It

Functional- Assessmel Interview,
Motivation Assessment Scale,n
Project Facile-Problel BehaviorQuestionnaire,andIt
Functional Assessmel Observation Fonn.
These assessmentsgenerally seek to determine where the behavior problems take place
(lunch room, science class), v"hen (morning, lunch, afternoon), frequency (seldom, always,time),
25% of the time, 75% of the 1
and prior teacherinterventions for these behaviors. If a
student has been removed fr<>m school due to a severe behavioral difficulty, these assessments and a review of pettine:ntrecords such as disciplinary reports may comprise the only:he
method of assessment.Thus 1 assessmentsmay suffer from poor recall or an incomplete:ver,
picture of the behavior. Howe
if a studentis currently in the school environment a morestudent's
accurate examination of the:
behavior can take place via classroom observation
which can assessthe frequeru~y,context, and consequencesof actions directly.
Following a thorough analysis of the student's behavior and the identification of the
function of a behavior, a beh;avioral intervention plan can be developed. It is important to
note that behaviorsexhibited Inay serve more than one function, and a careful analysis of the
behavioral data must be undt~rtakento develop a plan that addressesall functions served.'uses
For example, perhaps Johnny
aggressive, loud behavior in Ms. Smith's Algebra class~nts
to avoid completing assignml
due to an inability to perform the calculations. However,
in Mr. West's physical education (PE) class Johnny uses similar behaviors to get peer attention. A well-designed plan would need to addressthe different functions of Johnny's behavior in the different settings. The behavioral intervention plan must address the specificand
antecedentsof the behaviors;
determine alternative behaviors students could employ to
serve the functions of the pn:>blembehavior. For example, since Johnny is reinforced bylative
peer attention in PE, an altern
strategy might be to allow him to get attention as a team>res
captain or by assisting in ch<
such as giving out equipment. Other more global strategies that.might be used with jfohnny include; cla.ssroommanagementsystem, verbal waming, planned ignoring, timt ~ out room and denial of privileges. The best behavioral
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intervenlion plans are characterized by a hierarchial structure for consequences,and careful
thought] regarding replacementbehaviors. Further, the behavioral intervention plan should
be evalu;ated to determine its effectiveness, and be revised if necessary.

Disciplinary Procedures
In the ev ent that a student in special education is found in possessionof a weapon or illic-nce,
it substaJ
the behavioral intervention plan must be developed immediately by the IEP1
team, if ~ plan is not already in place. Thus, many school systems are acting in a proactivemd
manner ~ developing behavioral intervention plans for all students with behavioral dif-who
ficulties '
receive special education services. Such a development in special education is
a logical stepas the IEP should addressand implement programming based on the student's:leficit.
areas of 4
Behavioral plans already in place are, however, subject to review if the ex-m
isting pI, does not adequately addressthe problem behavior. However, it should be noted
that the I ack of a behavioral intervention plan or an inadequate plan will not deter immediate place ment in an Interim Alternative Education Setting (IAES) if a student has commit-lpons
ted a we~
or illicit substanceviolation.

Designationof an Interim Alternative Educational Setting
provided an extension of the school system's authority in relation to students in
IDEA 97
special ~ ducation who are found in possessionof a weapon or illicit substance,or who pose
a signifi<:ant danger in the school environment. First, these students and their parents are
provideda formal written notice of the school rule violationCs) in relation to possessionof
weapon(s) or illicit substances.A written notice should also be provided in the event thatFficials
school oj
are seeking to have a student removed to an Interim Alternative Education
[AES)
through
the authority of a hearing officer. A petition for removal through a
Setting (J
hearingc)fficer may be viable if the student is dangerous to self or others. However, school
officials will be required to prove they have attempted to minimize the risk of harm in the~tting
school s(
and that the IEP in place is appropriate. The IAES must enable the studentue
to contin to receive special education services and modifications as well as enable continued p~rticipation in the general curriculum. However, it is important to note that schoolmay
officials
make a unilateral placement of a student in an .IAES for weapons or drug infractions (a hearing officer's approval is not necessary). The IAES is determined by the
IEP tean l and could include alternative school placement and even home placement, aI-le
though tl latter alternative is discouraged (Yell & Shriner, 1997).

Proceduresin Manifestation Determination
After the student is placed in the IAES by school officials for applicable offenses such as
weapon 4:>rdrug possession, an IEP team meeting must be convened to either conduct, or
deterrniru e how to conduct, a functional behavioral assessment.Next, a behavi<:>r
intervention
plan musit be developed based on the functional behavioral assessment.In the event there
is an exi! ;ting behavioral intervention plan it should be reviewed for adequacy in meetingnt's
the stude
needs.The review or development of a behavioral intervention plan and manifestation determination must take place within ten days of the disciplinary action (i.e., place-:he
ment in 1 IAES or officials' wish to exceed 10 days of suspension). The participants in
the mani festation meeting consist of the IEP team and other qualified personnel such as'gists,
counselors, or probation officers (Yell & Shriner, 1997).
psycholo
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What is a manifestation del
The manifestation determination seeksto judge
if the behavior, such as posses~
~ion of a weapon, was a result or byproduct of the student'sIe
disability or was unrelated to tI disability. In order to determine manifestation the following items must be carefully all(i thoroughly reviewed in regard to the student:

1. evaluationsanddiagnostic resultsas well as infonnationsuppliedby the
parent,
2. observationsof the stU(
andhe
3. the appropriateness
of t student'scurrentIEPand specialeducation
placement.
The manifestation determinati()fi also must examine if the disability impaired the student's
understandingthe consequenc~
~sof the behavior. Finally, the student's ability to control the
behavior, such as use of an illil cit substance, must be determined in relation to the disability (Yell & Shriner, 1997).
The IEP team may determ
that no relationship exists if a student's IEP and special'Date.
education placementare appr°J:
However, the team must also examine the effects of the
disability based on evaluations" observations, and parent reports in arriving at the decision
that there is no relationship between the disability and the actions. Finally, based on a review of the information the m, mifestation team must show that the student understood thed
ramifications of the actions aD! the disability did not impair control of the behavior. If theldent's
determination is made that a stl
actions were not a manifestation of disability, the stu-lary
dent may be subjectto disciplir
procedures similar to studentswithout disabilities. However, in the event that a long-telm sanction such as suspensionor placementin an alternativeoes
school are decided, IDEA 97 d
not allow the cessation of services. This means that students must continue to receive the services specified in their IEP. School systemsare using
a number of alternatives for pI 'oviding services such as alternative school placements and~P
homebound placements.The 11 team also needsto examine change in placement through
an IEP meeting.
If the IEP team determines that the behavior was a manifestation of the disability, the:vious
student would return to the pre
educational setting after the 45 calendar days servedons
in the interim setting for weap
or substance abuse violations. The IEP team could examine the need for a change in placement if the prior placement no longer appearedappropriate, and there is a need for more, or different, services. However, such a placementmeeting.ns
decision would require an IEP
Manifestation determinatio also must be made in the event that a school wants to suspend a studentenrolled in special education for more than ten days. The cessation of services is not an option in the even't that a studentis suspendedor placed in an lABS. Therefore,ive
students must continue to rece
special education services, including the ability to participate in the general education curriculum.

Components of the Stay-.Put Provision
The stay-putprovisionaddres! a student's placement during a dispute between parents)propriate
placement. Prior to mEA 97 a student's stay-put
andthe school systemaboutal
placementwas alwaysthe cunrent educational setting. For example, if a student was in alers
self-containedBehaviorOisord classroom and the parents or school systemdisputed the
placement,the studentwould]remain in the self-contained Behavior Disorders classroom
until the hearingofficer madea decision about the case. The stay-put provision was not
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changedby IDEA 97, with the notableexceptionin the caseof a studentbringingweapons
or illicit substances
to school.In the eventthata studentis sentto an IAES for one of these
offensesandparentsdisputetheplacement,the studentremainsin the IAES ratherthanreturning to the specialeducationplacement.Thus, evenin the event of a dispute,a student
who is guilty of theseseriousviolations will remainin the IAES for 45 days.

Ten Day Rule
The length of suspensionsallowed per year for studentswho receive special education services has been variably interpreted by different states and school systems. Honig v. Doe
(1988), a U.S. Supreme Court case involving suspensionof students who are in special education, indicated a ten day limit; however it was unclear if the ten days were cumulative per
school year or per incident. Thus, there was significant variation with some systems imposing ten days per incident and others ten days per year. IDEA 97 indicates the ten day
rule should be interpreted as per year. Further, in the event that a system wants to exceed
ten days, a manifestation hearing must be held and other provisions, such as the behavioral
intervention plan and a review of existing services and placement, would apply.

Reporting Criminal Activity
There is nothing in IDEA 97 that prohibits a school system from making a report to the appropriate authorities in the event that criminal activity has taken place. For example, a student who receives special education services and is found in possessionof drugs could be
reported to the local police. Further, copies of the student's records as well as disciplinary
record must be provided by the school systemto the appropriate authorities (Yell & Shriner,
1997).

Provisions for StudentsNot Yet Eligible for SpecialEducation Services
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BEHAVIORAL MODEL
The behavioral model views ti source of behavior problems as being within the environment rather than within a stU{lent. It is a model that has been applied successfully acrossn
very diverse populations. It ca be used as readily with studentswho are gifted as with students who have disabilities. It tSas suitable for high school studentsas for kindergarten students. The principles on whict.t the approach is based are universal. The techniques derivedto
from these principles do neea be modified so that they are developmentally appropriate
for different students. It is nol:Dossible to discuss the wide range of modifications in a single chapter; however, classroom teachers are in the best position to judge which modifications would be appropriate for their students.
The behavioral model has three basic components:

1. Antecedent-any eve] thatprecedesbehavior.It servesasa cue or prompt
for the performanceor inhibition of a response.Objects,signsor signals,and
actionsarethe types01eventsthat canfunctionasantecedents.lse
2. Behavior-any respor madeto an antecedent
cue or prompt.
3. Consequence-any e,'ent thatfollows behaviorandservesto strengthenorIce
weakenthe future chro of thatbehavior.This includespositiveevents,'alue,
which haveincentive,
andnegativeevents,which havepunitive value.
SeeTable 11-1.
The three letters A-B-C (/J.ntecedent-Behavior-Consequence)representthe behavioral
model. Behavior managementbased on this model can emphasize the use of antecedents,
consequences,or both. When ooth antecedentsand consequencesare used together, their
planned relationship to one another is called a contingency.:cusses
The following section di~
a number of antecedents that affect behavior management. These antecedents t it into two broad categories: the classroom and teacher behavior. Using antecedents to manage behavior is sometimes called stimulus control.
Stimulus control strategies ar(~most effective for preventing and managing minor behavior problems.

The Classroom
Decontamination
Decontaminationof a classro4
>mis the first preventive action that every teacher needs to
take. Decontamination
meansmspecting your classroom carefully for two types of objects:

Table
fypes and Examples of Consequences
Types of Positive Consec

Types of Negative Consequences

1. Consumables (a crackl~r)

1. The loss of something rewarding (loss of a
privilege)
2. Unpleasant activities (running laps)
3. Undesirable circumstances (social isolation)
4. Aversivestimuli (paddling)

2. Material objects (a toy)
3. Activities (playing cards)
4. Social (praise)
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distractorsand potential weapons.Distractors
entice studentsto engagein off-taskbehavior.
For example,toys that are presentmay attract
a student'sattentionand promptplay behavior.
Some types of classroomequipment, like a
slideprojector,may attracta student'sattention
and promptexploratorybehavior.Hazardsalso
aredistractors.Forexample,exposedelectrical
wires or a broken window pane may attracta
student'sattentionand prompt dangerousexploratorybehavior.Potentialweaponsare objects like knives, brooms, hammers,or letter
openersthat may appealto a studentwho is
upsetand acting-out.You should inspectyour
classroomregularly for distractorsand potential weapons.Removeor securetheseobjects
so studentsdo not haveacces~to them.

Proximity Control
Proximity control depends on you, the teacher,
serving as an inhibiting antecedent for inappropriate behavior. An everyday example of an
inhibiting antecedentis a police car on an expressway.Drivers who are speedingslow down
when they see the police car. The reason they
slow down is that they anticipate negative consequencesif they don't modify their behavior.
They anticipate negative consequencesbecause
they have observed other drivers receiving a
traffic
ticket from the police for speeding. It is
Teachersshould inspect th classroom regularly forapons.
important
to remember that an antecedent will
distractorsor potential we
not inhibit behavior if it does not have a history of COIlsequencesassociatedwith it. What effect would seeinga police car have on speeders if they seldom if ever see police writing traffic tickets for speeding?
Proximity control in the classroom can be visual or physical. A good classroom arrangement mu st allow for visual proximity control. This means you can visually monitor student
activity 1Tom any position in the classroom. There should be clear lines of sight throughoutI
the roorr and it should be obvious to students that you can see whatever they do. Take par-Ire
ticular c, when placing tall furnishings such as dividers, bookcases,movable chalkboards:abinets.
Place these and other furnishings so they do not obscure your view of stuand file (
dents an J their behavior.
Thesecond type of proximity control depends on physical proximity. Physical prox-]uires
that the teacher be as close to each student as possible, which increases a
imity rei
potential
as an inhibiting antecedent.There are two common ways teachers usenique:
teacher
going
to the side of a student who is misbehaving, and moving a student
this teCI1
[he
teacher
(e.g.,
next to the teacher's desk). The effectiveness of proximity conclose to
trol can Deincreased by using a planned seating arrangement. Such a seating plan makes it
easy for you to use physical proximity with any student in the class. Such an arrangement
allows v ou to quickly increasephysical proximity until a misbehavior comes under control.

Behavior Management of Students

Examples of Teacher (T) Position and Student Seating (8) for
Proximity
Example A

Example

T

B

T

..
.

Example C
T

T

.
.

There are several seatingarrangementsthat increase your physical proximity to all students. Some are appropriate for whole group instruction and others can be used for small
group instruction (see Figure 11-1).
One possible arrangement is the V-shaped seating pattern which can be used with either individual desks or rectangular tables. The chalkboard or teacher's desk, as the instructional area, should be the focus of the open end of the V, as shown in example A of
Figure 11-1. If the number of students is too large to arrange in a single V-shaped row,
arrange them in a double or triple V-shaped row (see example B in Figure 11-1). When
seating is in the V configuration, the teacher can move around in the center of the V, increasing proximity to all of the students in the class. A variation on the V can be used for
different types of instruction in two separateareas.The V shapeis altered by removing the
closed end to form two parallel rows (II) for seating as demonstrated in example Cof Figure 11-1. Instructional areascan be set up at eachend and the focus for instruction changed
by moving from one end to the other. Use double or triple rows (see example C in Figure
11-1) to expand the number of students this arrangement will accommodate.
Hewett and Taylor (1980) suggesteda wheel arrangementwhich is good for small group
or tutorial instruction. We will call it the teaching triangle. Effective use of the teaching triangle requires either a paraprofessional or student assistants.The first step is to divide the
students into three groups with each group varying in size from as few as one student to as
many as ten students. If all the students are at about the same instructional level in each
subject area, divide them any way that is convenient. If the students are not all on the same
level, divide them into three groups where each group is at about the same level. If each
student is at about the same level for each subject, the groups will rcmaill the same across
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The Teacher (T), Paraprofessional (P)I or Student Assistant (S) Position
in the Instructional Triangle

........

Example A

Example B

T

T

.p..

p

Example C

T

...

s

s

subjects. If studentsare at varying levels in different subjects, the membership of the three
groups will change by subject. Once the membership of the groups is decided, arrange the
seating for three groups using three tables, one for each group, or three desk clusters. If the
seating is clusters of desks, use the V-shaped arrangementdiscussed earlier.
The teaching triangle is based on the three groups: one table or desk cluster is for instruction, the second for application or practice activities, and the third for review work.
The teacherstays with the instructional table or cluster while a paraprofessional or student
assistantsupervisesthe other two groups. If desk clusters in the V-shape are used, place the
V-s open-end to open-end if possible (see example A in Figure 11-2).
This permits the paraprofessional to move in the center between groups and maintain
good physical proximity. With the parallel row arrangement (see example B in Figure 112) each row can serve as one piece of the triangle. When using student assistants, assign
one assistant to each of the non-instructional groups. The student selected should be the
highest functioning student in each group. With the V-shaped seating arrangement, each
student assistantshould sit in a central position (see example C in Figure 11-2).
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J~n Example of the Instructional Triangle Applied to R4~ading Instruction,
\JVhert! Each of the Three Groups Receives Instruction (I), Practice (P), and
Review (R) on a Rotating Basis
First 20 minutes
Reading Instruction
Group 1 (1-1)
Reading Practice
Group 2 (P-2)

Reading Review
Group 3 (R-3)

Second 20 minutes
Reading Instruction
Group 3 (1-3)

Reading Practice
Group 1 (P-l)

Reading Review
Group 2 (R-2)

Third 20 mirlutes

Reading Instruction
Group 2 (1-2)
Reading Practice
Group 3 (P-3)

Reading Review
Group 1 (R':l)

To illustrate how this procedure works, let's assume a one-hour period for reading instruction. The instructional group will be (1), the practice group (P) and the review group
(R). The three student groups will be (1), (2), and (3). The arrangement for the first 20 minutes is as follows: I-I, P-2, and R-3 (see Figure 11~3).
During the first 20 minutes you provide reading instruction to Group 1 while Group 2
gets practice activities based on the most recent reading instruction. Group 3 gets review
activities based on earlier reading instruction to help maintain previously learned material..
At the end of the first 20 minutes, the groups rotate. During the second 20 minutes the
arrangement is as follows: 1-3, P-l, and R-2. At the end of the second 20 minutes, the groups
rotate again. During the third 20 minutes, the arrangement is as follows: 1-2, P-3, and R-l.
The teacher provides small group instruction and the paraprofessional manages the practice and review groups throughout the one-hour period. If student assistants are used, they
manage their respective groups while doing their own work. Tasks for student assistants
may be briefer than tasks for other students to make it easier for them to perform their other
duties. Student assistants need to be the highest functioning member of their group. Good
students are less likely to suffer from shortened assignments and have the level of skill necessary to provide assistance.
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TeacherBehavior
There are severalaspectsof teacherbehaviorto considerwhen discussingantecedentsto
studentbehavior.Theseinclude settingbehavioralexpectations,teacherexpectations,the
useof signalcontrol, readingantecedents,
and usinginterference.

BehavioralExpectations
Teachersmust make clear their expectations for student behavior in the classroom. This can
be done in a public manner, by posting a set of classroom rules, or by giving each student a
personal copy of the class rules. Rules should state how studentsshould conduct themselves
rather than what they shouldn't do. There should be a limited number of class rules stated as
briefly as possible. Usually, five to sevenrules are enough to cover behavioral expectations.
Simply having rules is not enough to get consistent compliance with them. However, you
must setrules before there can be compliance with your expectations. Compliance depends
on the consequencesfor both compliance and violation of the rules.
You must review your rules regularly to keep attention on them and to communicate
that you think they are important. Review of the rules does not meanjust occasionally reading the rules. Rather, call on students to cite rules to help them remember the rules. Also,
ask students to discuss what rules mean for behavior and include examples of rule violations. Discussions of this kind are important to help students both know and understand the
rules. Provide positive feedback to students for correct recall or explanation of a rule. A
sample set of class rules might look like the following:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Get permission before speaking.
Get permission before leaving your desk.
Maintain a good sitting position.
Be quiet and calm.
Be courteous to others.

TeacherExpectations
Any teacher familiar with the self-fulfilling prophecy will be careful about personal expectations for individual students. Rosenthal and Jacobson(1968) were able to demonstrate
this by telling teachers how students, high achievers and low achievers, would perform in
class. His predictions were not based on the students' true abilities or potential, but on their
random assignment to one of the two groups. His results showed that the students' performance matched the teachers' expectations for them. Researchshows that your expectations for a student can affect students' performance. It is not your expectations per se that
affect a student's performance. Rather, it is the effect your expectations have on your behavior that affects studentperformance. Good and Brophy (1978) examined the connection
between teacher expectations and behavior. Their study showed that holding negative or
positive expectations for students resulted in different patterns of behavior toward the students. In particular, they found low expectations associatedwith a higher level of criticism.
Teachers asked low expectation students fewer questions, and these students received less
prompting when they didn't know the answer to a question. They also received more negative feedback for an incorrect answer. When low expectation students gave a correct
answer, they often received no positive feedback from their teacher. If they did get positive
feedback, they received less than high expectation students.The pattern of teacher behavior
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toward high expectation students was just the opposite. Other studies show teacher
expectations also affect a teacher's non-verbal behavior. Teachers get physically closer to
students for whom they have high expectations. Such students also get more face-to-face
interaction with teachers and more signs of approval, such as smiles, from teachers.
A teacher's attitude toward a student can affect behavior toward that student. A negative attitude toward a student may result from a bad experience with the student, or from
prior experience with a sibling or parent of the student. Often, this attitude is the product
of informal remarks made by another teacher about the student..You must try to put aside
personal prejudices about students regardless of how they arise and interact with all students in a professional manner. Professionalismrequires positive expectations for every student. You need to watch and judge both your attitudes and behavior toward your students.
If they are less than professional, you have a responsibility to change them.
Teachers are models for behavior. When you are unreasonable, unfair, mean, vindictive, blaming, or cruel, you are modeling those behaviors. Your behavior leads students to
expect that those kind of behaviors are acceptable. The same, of course, applies to being
reasonable, fair, kind, forgiving, supportive, or respectful. In short, your behavior is important. In fact, in many ways, your behavior is the most powerful behavior management
tool available to you. Just rememberthat if you can't manage your own behavior, you probably will have limited successin managing your students' behavior.
Signal Control
Signal control is the use of any type of brief antecedentstimulus to prompt or cue students
about your behavioral expectations. Teacher signal control can use audible signals, body
language, or verbal behaviors. One common method for giving an audible signal is the
gavel technique. This is simply a single or double, forceful rap of an object on a desk or
table. The object can be a gavel, the knuckles, a ruler or any object that will produce an audible signal. The hand technique is another option. This uses snapping the fingers or clapping the hands together to produce an audible signal. No doubt, you can think of other ways
to produce audible signals. You must plan, in advance, on what signals you will use and use
them consistently over time so they are clearly understood. To be effective, there must be
consequencesfor either responding to or failing to respond to signals. Signals usually will
not control behavior unless they are paired with a consequence.
An audible signal, often used to control attention to task and work rate, is a kitchen
timer. The timer ticking and the bell serve as audible signals. For example, suppose you
have four paragraphs on the chalkboard or on overheads.The studentsare to read and identify the misspellings in the paragraphs by writing the misspelled words on paper. Instead of
allowing a fixed period for the whole task, use brief periods, for example, five minutes to
complete each paragraph. Tell students that you are going to set a timer for five minutes
and when the bell rings you will remove the first paragraph. Inform them that after the first
paragraph is removed the timer will start again for the second paragraph. Continue in this
manner through all four paragraphs.This technique will keep attention focused on the task
and provide external pacing for work on the task.
Vocal signals also are audible signals. Commonly used vocal signals include either a
name or a cue word. Use a name for a single errant studentand a cue word if more than one
student needs prompting. Examples of cue words include general terms like class, group,
or students. Vocal signals should be given in a loud and forceful manner and can be paired
with visual signals to increase their effect. For example, you can use an open hand with
palm out as a stop signal. Two other hand signals are the vertical finger across the lips for
quiet and the pointing finger to single-out an errant student. Accompany verbal signals to
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a group with roving eye-contact. Accompany a verbal signal for a single errant student with
fixed eye-contact. If eye-contact is not possible, use a fixed gaze instead. In short, clearly
communicate intense visual attention along with the other signal or signals.
Another type of signal control uses body language to communicate. First, be sure to
use an appropriate facial expression. The overall facial expression should be the so-called
"poker face." That is, your feelings should not be readable in your facial expression. Sometimes inappropriate behavior is amusing; however, it is dangerous to communicate this because it sends a mixed message. You also may be angry or distressed by inappropriate
behavior. Giving this away through facial expression actually can reinforce inappropriate
behavior and prompt further misbehavior. This is especially likely if one or more students
are trying to manipulate your emotions for their own amusement. Even if manipulation was
not the intent, your reaction may be amusing and stimulate further misbehavior.
Other aspects of body language are posture and gesture. If you are sitting, your body
posture should be erect with shoulders squaredbefore giving a signal. If you are standing,
your body posture should be erect with feet spreadas in the military position of parade rest.
Place your hands on your hips to show readiness for further action. An alternate posture is
to point, with the other arm at your side, at a single errant student. If you begin walking toward a student or group, your walk should be direct, at a quick pace and confident. Your
hands can be either on your hips or at your sides. In a discipline situation, don't clasp your
hands in front of or behind your body. If a student is agitated and could become aggressive,
your arms should be in a less threatening position. A non-threatening and defensive position for your arms is to fold them across the mid-body area.
Another use of body language is blocking. Use blocking when one student's misbehavior is an antecedentor consequencefor another student's misbehavior. Move directly to
the two students to increase proximity control. Place your body between the students to
block the signals passing between them. If necessary,continue to increase physical proximity with one of the students. Get as close as necessaryto inhibit the student's behavior
unless you think the student might strike you. Continue to block signals between the two
students as you increase proximity to the targeted student.
Kounin (1970) has investigated factors that affect the use of what he calls desists. Desists are signals given with the intent of halting or inhibiting inappropriate behavior. His
research shows that the most important factor in effective signal control is student perception of teacher competence. Students will perceive as competent a teacher who does
the following:
The teacher consistently targets the correct student.
The teacher consistently targets the most serious misbehavior first.
The teacherresponds immediately to misbehavior.
The teacher can handle more than one event at a time.
The teacher's signal control is clear and firm.
The teacher's managementstyle is smooth:
-The

teachermaintains a comfortable classroom pace.

-The

teachercommunicates a sense of purpose and progress.

-The

teacher only engages in necessarytalk.

-The
-The

teachermaintains focus on the task at hand.
teacher can make smooth transitions from one activity to another.

A third type of signal control involves verbal behavior. One common verbal signal is
instructions. There are many types of instructions, spoken or written, for academic tasks,
non-academic activities, or conduct. Be sure that all instructions are clear and concise because ambiguous instructions create confusion, require unnecessarydiscussion, and waste
time. Ambiguous instructions also may bore students. Students who become bored often
seek ways to escape, which frequently means engaging in behavior that is disruptive.
Further, you should word oral instructions to minimize commotion in your classroom.
Avoid using instructions that give general permission to students to get out of their seats
and move around. For example, don't say, "When you havefinished, bring me your papel: "
This type of instruction can result in several studentsbeing up and moving about at the same
time. Usually, it is better to say, "When you finish, raise your hand, and I will come and
pick up your papel: " Now, no one has permission to be up and moving about.
Another type of verbal signal is questions. Teachers should use questions that reduce
commotion in the classroom. For example, don't ask, "Who knows how to spell 'diskette' ?"
This is an invitation for everyone to respond and if they do, auditory bedlam results. It is
better to ask, "Ken, how do you spell 'diskette'?" Now, only one personhas an invitation to
respond. Further, you should only acknowledge a responsefrom Ken. You also should randomize your selection of students for directed questions. Random selection makes the target of the next question unpredictable, and uncertainty increases attention to the task at
hand. Everyone attends better when no one knows who will be called on next.
Never use a question in place of a command. For example, don't say, "Jack, will you
stoppoking Leon?" When you ask this, you are setting yourself up for Jack to say, "No."
Then, what will you say? It is much better to say, "Jack, stoppoking Leon. " In short, think
about the likely effects of your instructions and questions on student behavior before you
use them. Careful attention to how you word your instructions and questions can have a
significant impact on student behavior.
Combine instructions and questions with audible, visual, or vocal signals. For example, use an audible signal for quiet like the gavel before giving an oral instruction. Before beginning a question use the extended open-hand with palm out as a signal not to answer at
will. For an in-unison response, use the vocal signal "everyone" combined with a visual
signal like out-stretched, open arms. For an individual response, use the name of the student as a verbal signal and the pointing finger prompt as a visual signal. Usually, established
combinations of audible, visual, and vocal signals produce the best results.
There are many things teachers can do in the classroom to modify antecedentconditions that may affect both discipline and motivation for learning. A checklist like the one
presented in Figure 11-4 can be used to evaluate a classroom environment.
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ReadingAntecedents
Teachersshould be particularly alert for negative signs in studentswhich usually si~al that
a studentis in a state of emotional arousal.Negative arousal often is related to anxiety, helplessness,frustration, or anger.Si~s suggestingnegative emotional arousal may appear in facial expressions, body posture, or behavior. Nierenberg and Calero (1971) describe these
signs as follows:

Facial Expression
.Tight, thin lips thatare eitherstraightor turneddown at the corners.
.Narrowed eyeswith eyebrowsdrawnslightly down and chin drawnin toward
the neck.
.Widened eyeswith nostrils slightly flared and chin slightly forward.
.Clenched teethshownby tight, flexed jaw muscles.
.Pursed lips.
Body Posture
.Slumped shoulderswith headandeyesdown. If sitting, a studentmaycross
his or herarmsor if standing,the handsmaybe in pockets.
.Arms crossedwith handsclenchedinto fists or armscrossedwith handstightly
gripping upperarms.
.Standing with body leaningforward andhandsspreadwide apartand resting
on or grippingthe edgesof a table or desk.
.Tightly clenchedhandsrestingon a table or deskor forming the apexof a
triangle supportingthe head.
.One hand holdingthe otherin a hand-wringinggesture.
.Sitting in a chair with ankleslocked.The studentwill eithergrip the armsof
the chair or onehand will hold the otherhanddown in the lap.
.Eyes closedwith onehandcoveringand appearingto grip the nose.
.Head down with facecoveredby bothhands.
.Standing, armsbehind backwith onegraspedby the hand of the otheras if
restrainingthearm.
.Sucking or chewingmotionsdirectedat the handor fingers.

IncidentalBehavior
.Rapid, shallowbreathing.
.Sighing.
.Rapid, shortup and down or backand forth movementof a leg or foot.
.Repeated kicking at the groundwith the toe of onefoot.
.Non-verbal soundssuchas "tsk" or a groaningsound.
.Breaking somethingsuchasa pencil.
.Tearing or waddingup a sheetor paper.
.Exaggerated behaviorsuchas slamminga book shut.
.Undirected utteranceof an expletivesuchas "damn".
.Mumbling or talkingto oneself.
Thesesignsmay not always signaltroublebrewing, particularly if they occurin isolation and arebrief. It is especiallyimportantto look for congruence,that is, severaldifferent signs that all suggestthe sameinternal state.When there is a clear sign of negative
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emotionalarousal,you shouldheadoff further escalationof the condition.This canbe accomplishedusinga techniqueknown asinterference.

Interference
Interference is a technique that disrupts a state of emotional arousal in a student that may
lead to inappropriate behavior. Interference is begun by making supportive, verbal contact
with a student. You should be close to a student for th~ initial contact. Don't make verbal
contact with a student from a distance. Loud, public, verbal contact may embarrass a student or otherwise aggravatethe situation. Go to a student or ask the studentto come to you.
You must be close enoughto a studentto have a quiet, private conversation. However, don't
get within hitting or kicking distance of a student. If a student should lash out, you don't
want to be within striking distance.
Initial contact should be in a calm, non-threatening manner and not imply any pre;.
judgment of the situation. The contact should be in a form that invites a response.The contact usually will be either an information seeking question or an observational statement
that invites a responselike those that follow.

Information Seeking:
"Are you having trouble with something?"

or

"Do you not understand something?"

Observational Statement:
"It looks to me like you are upset about something.
"Are you having a problem?"

or

If thereis no answeror commentfrom the student,begina follow-up probe.

Follow-up:
"Why don't you tell me about it. " or
..Maybe I can help. "

Frequently,in a classroomsituation,a student'sproblemis the task at hand.Thereare
severalcommonsourcesof difficulty:
.The

task may be too difficult.

.The

task may be too long.

.The
.The

task instructions may not be clear.
necessary preparation such as a homework assignmentwas not done.

.A particular point in a task is causing difficulty.
.The need for some available resource such as a glossary or number line is not

recognized.
If the sourceof the emotionalarousalis one of the aboveor somethingsimilar, try to
provide somehelp to getthe studentpastthe difficulty and engagedin the taskconstructively. Often, the solutionis assimpleas pointing out the needfor someresource,explaining a direction, changingthe tasksomewhat,or giving a promptor cue.If the sourceof the
problemis not taskrelated,you will needto furtherexplorethe difficulty with the student
througha supportivedialog.Do this immediately,if possible.Otherwise,offer to talk with
the studentaboutthe problemat anothertime duringthe day.
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A supportive dialog with a student about a problem is often the simplest
solution.

Frequently; just having a
sympathetic ear is enough
to diminish the negative
emotional arousal associated with a problem. Koopman, Hunt, and Cowan
(1978) suggest that supportive dialog with a student about a problem is an
important aspect of a
teacher's role. Teachers
should attend to several aspects of any communication with a troubled student.
When you talk with a negatively aroused student, listen for the emotional
content of the student's responses. These feelings
may appear in either ver-

balizations or body language or both. Listen for emotionally laden words like hate, mad,
and unfair. Watch for body language clue~ like those discussed in the section above. In addition, listen for the source of the feelings. That is, what event or actions appear related to
the negative emotional arousal?
Help a student talk through a problem situation rather than impulsively acting on it. Be
careful about the way you respond to a student because your response style can disrupt
rather than aid communication. Table 11-2 presentsappropriate and inappropriate response
styles.
A supportive approachto a troubled studenthelps the student to be open and talk about
the problem. The purpose is to help the student find an acceptable outlet for negative emotional arousal. It is also an opportunity for the student to think through the problem and understand it. In the process, you may learn something useful about the student's perspective.
Any resulting solution to the problem is incidental and a bonus outcome.
There are several difficulties that may arise while trying to conduct a supportive dialog with a troubled student. The student may become defensive and question or challenge
you, as in the following example.
What about Charles? He isn't doing his work eitheJ:

Yourresponseshouldbe to calmly re-direct
Perhaps,but I'm trying tofind out why you aren't doing your work.
Or, a student may say,

don't get offmy case, J'm going to lose it.

correctresponseis to remaincontrolledand supportivewhile setting limits
"[just want to understand what the problem is, but if you can't control yourself; I'll
have no choice but to send for the principal. "
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Table
Response Styles
Avoid

Example

Advice Giving
Constructive advice is all right, if a student
seeks it. Before giving advice, try to lead
the student with questions or prompts.

"You need to be more tolerant."

Changing the Topic

Disagreeing

"How's your sister doing these days?"
"You don't ever think anything through."
"I don't believe there is any truth in that."

Labeljng

"You special education students are all alike."

Lecturing

"When I was your age, I'd never let myself be
talked into cheating."
"A decent person would never speak that way."
"If you don't get your act together, you're
going to wish you had."

Criticizing

Moralizing
Threatening

Use

Example
"I understand why that would make you

Agreeing
FeelStatements
Information

Giving

angry."
"I'm really sorry you're having problems. I want
to help you, if you'll let me."
"The right way to deal with this is to 'petition
the discipline committee."

Questioning
Reflecting

"Why do you think tvlr. Wilson is out to get you?"

Sharing

"I know being an adlolescent is tough. When I
was your age, I thouight no one liked me
either."

"If I understand you, you think that you were
unjustly singled out."

If you are rebuffed by a student, don't pressure the student to talk about the problem.
Make a tactful withdrawal. Your offer to engagein a dialog alone may be enough support for
the student. Back off and take a wait-and-see attitude.
A student may have an emotional outburst and become destructive or ag;gressive.In this
event, your first responsibility is to assurethe safety of your other students and yourself.
You should always have a planned responseavailable for this type of occurrence. It is just
this type of situation that makes school-wide, support programs such as a crisis management team an important part of a school discipline policy. As a last resort, when there is a
clear and inescapable danger, you may have to control the student's behavior directly. You
should not do this unless physical managementis permitted by your school system, and you
have received training in the proper procedures to use.
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INFORMAL INTERVENTIONS
The following sectiondiscussestwo behaviormanageme:nt
techniquesthat employ simple
consequences:
attentionandignoring.

Attention for Compliance
Perhapsthe most commonly used informal intervention is attention for compliance. Attention means social reinforcement for compliance with classroom expectations. Verbal praise
is easily the most readily available social reinforcer in any classroom. Besides being available, it is not costly and not difficult to dispense. Every teacher should make abundant use
of social praise for compliance. Unfortunately, teachersusually don't use social praise frequently enough. Researchshows that teachersuse admonishment for non-compliance about
ten times as often as praise for compliance. One would expect to find this ratio reversed in
a classroom with a positive climate. Researchshows that reinforcement for compliance is
more effective than admonishment for non-compliance. Social reinforcement for compliant behavior increasesthe likelihood of compliance in the future. Social praise also draws
other students' attention to a model for compliant behavior. The reinforced model shows
other students what behavior is expected and shows that positive teacher attention is gained
through compliant behavior.
For maximum effectiveness,use social praise consistently. However, give praise only to
students whose behavior merits your praise. Social praise should always include both the
name of the student and the specific behavior that earned the praise. For example: "I really appreciate the way Jake and Wandafollowed directions and put away their materials
quickly." rather than "Good following directions." Deliver praise immediately following
compliance if possible. However, a delay cannot always be avoided. When there is a delay,
verbally reconstruct the compliant behavior as you give praise. For example: "Norma, I
want to thank you. At the beginning of the period, you were very courteous when our visitor askedyou a question. " rather than "Norma, thank you for being courteous. " You should
deliver praise sincerely rather than mechanically. Finally, don't get in a "praise rut" and use
the same expressionover and over. Put some variety in your choice of praise words. "Good"
said 100 times in one day doesn't sound very genuine even if it is sincere. Table 11-3 presents a few sample praise words. You should develop your own list to help you maintain
variety.
Another way to give social praise for compliance is with tangible forms of praise or
recognition. This recognition should not be a substitute for verbal praise in the classroom.
Two recognition programs that can be used are an in-class program and a parent-note pro-

gram.
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Sample of a Letter of Commendation for Old.~rStudents
~,&~~;;;;..

Dear Parent:
has
I am been
pleased an

token

of

my

work,

and

\)
exemplary
to inform

sincere
being

you
student
that

appreciation
a positive

model

in my

for
for

clas:s.

This

good

behavior,

note

is a

good

clas~;mates.

I ~~
Receipt of this note also earns:
~
I'm confident that this excellent performanl:;e will continue
in the future and that more notes like this 111Vill
follow.

Date

Signed
I""."

~,-:.,~c,~

'~~:.-

';1"""""'

,

The only type of student with whom social reinforcement often is ineffective is the
undersocialized aggressive student. These students have not had positive social stimuli established as secondary reinforcers. Patterson (1976) says tl1is is due in part to an inconsistent history of social reinforcement during a child's social development. These students may
be unresponsiveto social reinforcement or have a negative reaction to it. They need to be reinforced with more concrete reinforcers such as consumables,materials, or activities. However, you should consistently pair non-social reinforcement with social reinforcement to
increase the likelihood of social stimuli becoming effective: reinforcers.

Ignoring
There are severalpossibleresponsesto non-compliance.One that is very effective with
attention-gettingbehaviordirectedat a teacheris ignoring. Ignoring is a simple technique
thatis not easyto useeffectively.
The first problemwith ignoringis decidingwhenit is appropriate.It is only appropriate undertwo conditions:
1. the targetbehavioris temporarilytolerable,evenif it shouldincrease.
2. the targetbehavioris underthe influenceof a reinforcerthat you cancontrol.
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Frequently this meansthe reinforcer is your responseto the behavior. Don't make the assumption that because your responseto ilie behavior is an admonishment that it isn't reinforcing. Teacher attention of any type can function as a reinforcer for somlestudents. If the
two above conditions are met, ignoring probably is the technique to use.
The second problem with ignoring is actually not attending to the behavior. It is likely
that you have an habitual response to the behavior. Like any habit, attending to a student
behavior is difficult to give up. Initially, you must make a conscious effort to ignore the behavior. You might even find it helpful to monitor and record your response to a student's
behavior. In short, if you can't control your own behavior, you'll have difficulty controlling student behavior. Even properly done, ignoring may cause the behavior to increase at
first. You might think of attention-getting behavior as operating on the principle of "If at
fIrst you don't succeed,try, try again."However, if you persist in ignoring the behavior, it
will begin to decrease. Even after it has begun to decrease,you may see occasional, brief
increases in the behavior. Think of these as probes to check on the availability of the reinforcer, that is, your attention. If you use the technique for a reasonable p,eriod,and no decreaseoccurs, you probably made a mistake about what is reinforcing the:behavior.
Finally, in some instances you may determine that the reinforcer for tlle behavior is not
your attention but peer attention. If you can control the peers' attention to behavior, you still
can use ignoring as an intervention for a problem behavior. One way to clDntrolpeer attention to a problem behavior is to instruct the other students to ignore the problem student.
For example, "Class, Chuck is trying to be cute again and disrupt our lesson. Please do
not look at him or laugh at him. " Follow these instructions up with verbal praise or some
other reward for studentswho obey the instructions. This is more difficult to do than simply
controlling your own response.
Another way to handle peer reinforcement is to make a group reward contingent on a
single student's behavior. For example, tell the class that you will keep a n~ord of the number of times that Chuck cuts up in class. Tell them if he doesn't misbehavc~more than some
criterion number of times, everyone will get to do some enjoyable activity. After stating the
contingency, remind the class to be careful not to encourage Chuck by laughing at him or
commenting on his behavior. These types of interventions have a good chance of working
if the behavior is reinforced by peer attention. Interventions to change a student's behavior
that involve the peer group are called ecological interventions.

STRUCTUREDINTERVENTIONS
This section discussesinterventions that are structured. Structured means that the interventions require some planning and monitoring and that both antecedentsand consequences
are used in the intervention. Four types of structured interventions are discussed:group consequences,individual consequences,contracting, and self-management

Group Consequences
Planning a positive, group contingency for behavior managementrequires severalsteps (see

Figure11-7).
1. Decide on a setof behaviorrules or expectations.
2. Detenninethe interval for thecontingency.The longerthe interv;a1,
the more
valuablethe rewardshouldbe. At first, it is betterto usea shortinterval, such
as a classperiod,and progressivelylengthenthe interval. In mosltcases,the
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Planning for Group Consequences
1. What are the behavioral expectations for the contingency?

2. What will the length of the contingency period be?
3. What will the criteria be for changing the length of the contingerlcy period?
a. To make it longer:
b. To make it shorter:
-4. What group rewards will be available? 5. How will behavior be recorded?
6. Establishbaseline data and graph it.
7. Using the baseline data, determine a criterion for reinforcement.
8. Will the behavior be changed in a series of steps? If yes, what will be the size of the steps and the criteria for changilng from one step to

another?

intervalshouldnot exceedoneweek. Wait until a (::ontingency
is consistently
met within an intervalbeforeincreasingthe length.
3. Developa menuof rewardsasconsequences
for goodbehavior.Rewards
could be gametime, musictime, video time, or a tJreat.A menuof choices
providesvarietyandreducesthe possibility of satiation.Satiationoccurs
whena singlerewardis usedrepeatedlyandlosesits incentivevalue.Youcan
generatea list of possiblerewardsin severalways.Youcan getideasfrom
your experiencewith students,by surveyingstudentsaboutwhat theywould
like, or by sampling.To do a rewardssurvey,creatc~
a checklistof possible
reinforcers.Ask your studentsto rate eachreward on a five point (1-5) scale.
Labelone (I) on the scaleas "don't like" andfive (5) as "like very much."
Samplingrequiresexposingyour studentsto potentialrewardsand observing
their reactions.
4. Developa record-keepingsystem.The most frequentlyusedsystemis tally
marks.
5. Takea baselineon the level of rule violation that currentlyexists.Takethe
baselinebeforeannouncingthe reinforcementcontingencybecausethe
reinforcementcontingencywill affectthe baseline.To takea baseline,keepa
privaterecordon a tally sheetof violations of the classrules.Thesecanbe
eitherrules that alreadyexist or newrules you planto introduce.Each
recordingperiodshouldbe for the sameinterval selectedto use with the
contingency.If the contingencyinterval will be a classperiod, eachclass
period will be a separaterecordingperiod. Plot the resultsof eachrecording
period, or an averageof all the recordingperiodsfor eachday, on a graph(see

Record of Class Rule Violations
Violation

of Class Rules

F
r
e

q
u
e
n

c
y

Note: The baseline representsthe mean number of violations per classperiod over a
three-day period. Intervention data is by class periods per day.

Figure 11-8).Continuedoingthis until the dataline on the graphis rel;itively
consistentacrosstime. You now havea baseline.
6. Seta criterion for reinforcement.If the level of rule violationsis low, tile
criterion canbe setat whateveryou think is anacceptablelevel. For example,
the averagenumberof violations perclassperiodis tenandfive is acc~:ptable.
In sucha case,the criterion for reinforcementwould be five or fewer
infractionsperperiod. On the otherhand,if the numberof infractionsis large,
the reinforcementcriterionshouldusesuccessiveapproximations.For
example,the averagenumberof violations perperiod in the baselineis 35,
and5 would be acceptable.It is unlikely that you canmovethe level fi'om 35
to 5 in a singlestep.Thus,the initial criterion mightbe 30 or less.Wh~:nthat
criterionis consistentlymet for severaldays,changeit to 25 andso on until
you reachthe desiredlevel.
7. Introducethe contingencyto the group. Reviewthe classrules with tht~
students.Explainto themthat you are goingto keepa recordon the
chalkboard,or in someotherpublic manner,of how oftenclassrules are
broken.Tell themthe recordwill startover at the beginningof eachclass
period, or whateverinterval you will use,Tell the classthat if the num1ber
of
violationsdoesnot exceed30, or whatevercriterionwas set,the class will get
a reward.Tell themtheycan selecta grouprewardfrom your reward [tlenuat
the end of eachrecordingperiod.At this time, you shouldposta reww'd
menu.If you are usingsuccessiveapproximations,tell the studentsthatthe
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numberof violationsallowed maychangelater. Youare now readyto carry
out your groupcontingency.
8. Continueto plot the rule violation dataon a chart to help you monitorthe
intervention.Showon the graphwherethe baselinedataendsandthe group
consequence
databeginswith a vertical,phase-change
line (seeFigure 11-8).
You mayfind it helpful to makethis graphpublic. A public graphprovidesthe
classwith a visual representation
of their behavior.Suchfeedbackoften will
enhancethe effect of the intervention.
There are two common problems that may arise with group consequences.First, the intervention may not have the desired effect. That is, the data line on the graph does not begin
declining after a trial period, for example, one week. If this happens, the reinforcers on the
reward menu may not have enough incentive value for YOllf students.The solution is to find
some other rewards for the menu that are more attractiv~~and try them. Another possible
reason for a lack of successmay be the use of a reinforcement interval that is too long. This
happens when your interval is longer than most of the st11dents'ability to delay gratification. For example, you are making reinforcers available at the end of each day, and most of
your studentscan only handle a delay of one class period. 'The solution is to shortenthe initial interval used in the contingency.
The second common problem is that the intervention is working for all but one or two
students.The behavior of these students may keep the class from earning a reward. In this
case, the rewards on the menu may not have enough incentive value for the problem students. One solution is to try adding some alternative rewards you think will appeal to the errant students. If this does not work, try using peer pressur(~.Bring peer pressure to bear by
allowing the class, by majority vote, to suspenda student. 'Nhen they vote to suspenda student, the studentremains in the class, but rule violations by that student don't count against
the group. Of course, if the group earnsa reward, a suspendedstudentis not eligible to share
it with the class. You can either find some work for a suspt:~nde:d
student to do or simply let
the student sit and watch the group enjoy its reward. If you permit suspensions,they should
only be for short periods, for example, one day. Do not pennit suspensionsfor the same student more than once or twice per week and do not pennit suspensionson consecutive days.
The use of the group consequencesjust described focuses on measurementof inappropriate behavior and reward for reduction in that behavior. It also is possible to turn the procedurearound and measureappropriate behavior and reward for an increase in that behavior.
Measuring appropriate behavior is logistically a bit more complicated. If you want to emphasize the positive; however, it is worth the extra effort. Assuming there is more appropriate behavior than inappropriate behavior, the least time-consuming way to measure
appropriate behavior is to use time-sampling.
In time-sampling, you will observe and record behavior only at selectedpoints during
an interval such as a class period. Suppose you have a class period that lasts for 30 minutes
(9:00 to 9:30), but you don't have the time to continuously observe and record behavior.
What you would do is set a fixed number of observation points for the interval, for example,
six. You must vary the schedule of observationtimes to avoid being predictable. This means
you should randomly select six one-minute blocks from the observation interval, for example, 9:03, 9:09, 9: 12, 9:20, 9:24 and 9:29. You then would observe and record student
behavior only at the selected times. In this example, your observation time is reduced by
80 percent relative to continuous observation.
Once you have set up a recording procedurelike this, pro::eedas before but develop a plan
to increase behavior rather than to decreaseit. Use the same:planning form provided earlier
for a positive intervention. The only thing that is different is dIe behavior and its direction.
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Individual Consequences
If you want to use individual consequencesfor appropriate behavior, you can use Surprise
Tokens or Random Drawing. The Surprise Tokens method dependson reinforceJ."S
being delivered at times that are not predictable by students. A token is anything, for example, a
poker chip or a check mark, that a student can exchange for a reward from a rnenu. Each
reward on the menu has a price set in tokens. The menu should have several rewards of
varying attractivenesspriced accordingly. That is, the greaterthe attractivenessthlehigher the
price. If possible, the target behavior should be a response that is incompatible: with inappropriate behavior and one you prefer to the misbehavior. For example, the target behavior
might be on-task behavior because it is difficult to be on-task and engaged in misbehavior
at the sametime. It also is a behavior that you want to consistently see in students.The same
considerations discussed above, like time intervals between rewards and opportunities to
spend tokens, apply here as well.
The key to this intervention is the use of variable intervals for awarding Icokens.The
easiestway to do this is to use a kitchen timer. You award tokens to anyone en!~agedin the
target behavior when the bell rings. Each time you set the timer, set it for a different length
of time. This procedure keeps students from being able to predict when the bell will ring
and promotes consistentperformance of the target behavior. Consistentperfonnance is the
only way to ensureone is performing the target behavior when the bell goesoff. Initially, the
timer intervals should be short. For example, set a range of from three to nine lminutes and
then randomly select time settings from this range. When the timer goes off, give a token
to each student performing the target behavior when the bell rang. Like any structured intervention, Surprise Tokens requires some planning (see Figure 11-9).

Planning for Surprise Tokens
1. What is the target behavior?
2. What will be used for tokens?
3. What will be the interval between spending opportunities?
4. What will the rewards be and what will they cost?

5. What will the initial range, in minutes, be for randomly selecting timer intervals from?
6. What criteria will be used for increasing the interval range for the tim,er?
7. How much, in minutes, will the interval range be increased each timE~?

NOTES:
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With monitoring, you also can allow many students to reinforce their own behavior.
That is, allow your students to give themselves a point or check mark, if deserved, when
the timer goes off. When the target behavior is perform(~d consistently, you can progressively increase the range from which you select intervals. For example, increase the range
from three to nine minutes to six to twelve minutes and so on. At token exchange times,
allow students to exchange their tokens for whatever rewards they can afford.
The Random Drawing is anotherprocedure you can use to change behavior. This strategy makes use of a drawing to award prizes. Again, some of the earlier considerations, like
selection of rewards and intervals, apply here also. The possible target behaviors for a Random Drawing are varied. You might use class rules or on~ or more behaviors like on-task,
task-completion, having necess~ materials, or having homework ready. Conduct the intervention by simply allowing students to place a slip of paper with their name on it in a
box, jar, can, or other container. For example, place a stud(~nt'sname in the container whenever you decide to reward someone for rule compliance or turning in homework. Sometimes you may target a high frequency behavior that occu~sat unpredictable times like hand
raising to requesthelp. For suchbehaviors, combine this procedure with the use of a kitchen
timer and use variable intervals as described in Surprise l'okens.
One way to speed up the process is to have students prepare name slips in advance.
They can keep these in an envelope or other container to have ready when you ask for one
to put into the container. Another method is to cut a strip of names to make each name slip
easyto tear away. Have each studenttape a strip of names to the front of their desk or wherever you can reach them easily. You also can have each student prepare a master sheet of
name slips and use it to make copies. This will decreasetht~amount of time spent in preparing name slips,
At the end of a game period, for example a day, hold a drawing. The student whose
name is drawn receives the prize offered that day. If you want to increase the chances of
winning, you can have first, second,and third place prizes..If you have multiple prizes, you
can increase suspenseby drawing for the first place priz(~ last. You must exercise careful
control over the drawing container, so students don't have an opportunity to sneak their
name slips into it.

Individual Contracts
A behavioral contract is another behavior managementtool for working on the problems of
an individual student. This is simply an agreementbetwet~nyou and a student about some
desirable change in behavior. The target behavior should be by agreement, not dictated.
Contracts will be most successful if the contract addresse:sonly one specific and discrete
target behavior, for example, "Be on time to class" rather than "Act responsibly." The goal
for a target behavior should be attainable. Don't ask for large changes in behavior all at
once. For large changes in behavior, use successive appr()ximations conducted through a
series of consecutive contracts. Finally, write contracts folr periods ranging from between
one class period and one month. Most contracts should be for short periods. The length of
time used will depend on the developmental level of a student and the student's ability to
delay gratification. The lower either the developmentalle:vel or ability to delay gratification is, the shorter the contract period should be and the smaller the behavioral change expectation. A behavioral contract has several parts:

1. The partiesto the contract.
2. The targetbehavior.
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Self~M~
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significantly affectbeh:
However, in many casesfeedback ~lone i~jnot
enough.In this event,a student can use direct reinforcement.nt.
4. Apply self-reinforceme Teach the student to use self-reinforcement as an
aid to reachinga persollal goal. Teach students to selectrewards that arl~under
their control. For exampIe, going to a movie or buying a music CD are
rewardsover which a s tudent might have control. If the goal requires a large
changein behavior,tea~na student to use successive approximation steps
towardsthe endgoal. Show the student how to set weekly goals that re]present
'd the end goal. Each of these weekly goals bec(Jlmes
progressivestepstoWaJ
the criterion for reinfor~ementfor the week.II
5. Use contractingto teac self-management. Use contracts to provide stnllcture
while teachingself-mal.1agementskills. As skills develop, turn over parts of
the processto the student and drop them from the contract.

SUIMMARY
This chapter has introduced yo u to some basic techniques for behavior manage:mentbased
on the behavioral model. Reari some of the references that were cited for additional detailsavanced
behavioral techniques that could not be~covered in
as there are many other more a
this chapter. Consider enrollin I! in a course in behavior modification if you want training~re
in thesetechniques.Finally, tht are other models upon which behavior managementtechniques are based, for example various psychological models such as Rational-Emotive
Theory. Consider enrolling in course in methods of teaching students with bl~haviordis-Ig
orders if you would like trainil in some of these techniques.
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3. Evaluate the teaching trio

anddiscussthe pros andcons of using it ill a classroom.

5. Develop a set of rules fo the useof the signalsdescribein the aboveactivity thatdrawson Kounin's
work on the effective us~ of desists.
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6. .Develop adescripti( III of a student that illustrates the kind of signs tllat might be observed in a
student becoming n(:~atively aroused.

7.. Develop two dialogules illustrating the wrong way and the right way to conduct a conversation with a
student intended to ilnterfere with what appearsto be a state of negative emotional arousal. Include:

a. The initial appro~
lch to a student.

b. Responsestyles

9. Developa setof behavioralexpectationsfor a classroom.

10. Developa personallist of praisewords thatwould be appropriatefor your studentsor studentsyou
planto teachand that you would be comfortableusing.
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11. Use the setof behavioralexpectationsandpraisewordsdevelopedearlierand construct
an exampleof praisefollowing a delaysincecompliance.

12. Designa parent-noteprogramfor your classroom.Includea samplenoteand the criteria you would
useto awardnotes.

13. Generatea list of behaviorsin a classroomthat mightbe reinforcedby teacherattentionto themand
indicate why you think this aboutthe behavior.

14. Develop a plan for establishing peer ignoring for an attention seeking behavior.

15. Design a group consequencefor good behavior that could be used in a classroom.
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16. pesign either a Surprise Tokens or Random Drawing procedure that could be used in a classroom.

17. Design a contract form that would be appropriate for students at a particular grade level and use the
form to negotiate a simulated contract with someoneplaying the par1:of a student.

18. Outline a teaching curriculum for instructing students in self-manage:ment.

19. Develop a code of professional conduct or behaviors to guide your interactions with students.

20. Develop a written description of the IDEA disciplinary regulations tl1latwould be appropriate for use
with students or parents.
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INTERI~I~T RESOURCES
Mental HealthNet
http://www.mentalhealth.com
Applied Behavior Analysis
http://www.abaintemational.org

InterventionTechniques
http://www.behavioradvisor.com
BehaviorDisorders
http://www.ccbd.net
Attention Deficit Disorder
http://www.add.org
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